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1. Introduction
In May 2019, the Town of Dartmouth approved the Padanaram Harbor Plan. One of the
recommendations in the final plan was to determine the feasibility of creating additional boating
facilities and secure in-water and landside storage options for watercraft and kayaks. It was
recommended that the Town determine if dockside space could be enhanced for motorboats and
dinghies, with the specific consideration of creating a facility at the Arthur F. Dias Town Landing. The
Town acted on this recommendation and secured funding for a feasibility study from the Seaport
Economic Council in February 2020 to include the following:
•
•
•
•

A description of the process for developing the study,
A summary of the input received and research conducted, including key points that influenced
the range of options in the feasibility study, such as projected demand and types of users,
A range of options for the facility, taking into consideration site conditions, public and
stakeholder input, and other factors. The plan includes sections on dockage configuration, fee
structures, management options, parking scenarios, and other relevant aspects, and
Recommendations and conclusions for appropriate next steps and considerations for future
work.

This feasibility study is the first step in evaluating options for a possible boating facility at the Dias
Landing. Additional work by the Town will be needed to determine a potential path forward, including
developing a final engineering design, obtaining permits, and establishing a fee and administrative
structure.

2. Process
This feasibility study for a berthing facility at Dias Landing drew heavily from responses to a public
survey, site visits, interviews with managers of municipal docks and potential users of the facility,
insights from the Dartmouth Waterways Management Commission, and reviews of other municipal
regulations and practices pertaining to dock facilities. The process is further outlined in the sections that
follow.

Survey
Due to public health concerns in the fall of 2020, an in-person public meeting was not possible. As a
result, initial public input on the feasibility study was sought through an online survey. The survey was
open from early October 2020 to the end of December 2020 and received 139 responses. Participants
self-identified as multiple types of waterways users including Dartmouth residents (131 people),
recreational boaters (80 people), recreational fishers (28 people), owners or employees of a Dartmouth
business (11 people), commercial fishers (5 people), and other users of the shoreline and waterways.
Survey results are included in relevant sections throughout the report. A detailed summary of findings is
provided in Appendix B.
The survey was publicized on the Dartmouth Harbormaster website; the Town of Dartmouth News &
Notices on the homepage of the town website and also the webpages for all town departments, boards,
and committees; and the Town of Dartmouth social media channels. Notice about the survey and a link
also was featured in the Dartmouth Week newspaper—widely distributed in Town and via their web
pages. In addition, the survey was emailed directly to a contact list compiled during the development of
the Padanaram Harbor Management Plan.
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Site Visits
The UHI team conducted several site visits to gain in-person knowledge of Dias Landing and other local
municipal marinas. The team toured Dias Landing in July 2020 with Harbormaster Steve Melo to see the
set-up of the facility and surrounding environment, learn how it is used and maintained, discuss location
options for a potential docking facility, and understand the challenges posed by the adjacent parking lot.
The UHI team also toured municipal marinas in Marion and Mattapoisett in November 2020 and spoke
with the Harbormasters there about the design, functionality, users, and costs of their facilities.

Interviews
In addition to the survey, the UHI team conducted a number of individual interviews to gain insights into
issues related to a small craft facility/dockage at the Dias Landing. More than 15 targeted interviews
were conducted, either in person or by phone. The interviewees included:
•
•
•
•

Members of the Dartmouth Waterways Management Commission, a group that serves as an
advisory body for the management of the Dias Landing site,
Owners/managers of marinas, boatyards, and other facilities along the Padanaram Harbor
waterfront, several of which offer small craft dockage and storage,
Commercial users of the Dias Landing (e.g., aquaculturists, shell fishermen, mooring installer)
who might be interested in use of enhanced dockage facilities at the site,
Local and state agency staff who might be involved in regulatory decisions related to the
construction and use of a small boating facility.

A list of the interviewees may be found in Appendix A.

Waterways Management Commission Meetings
The UHI team has attended the public meetings of the Dartmouth Waterways Management Commission
from August 2020 to June 2021 to provide project updates, answer questions, and gather feedback from
the Commission and any members of the public in attendance. These meetings have been available to
the public via Dartmouth Community Television.

Webpage
The project team developed a webpage (https://www.umb.edu/uhi/diaslandingstudy) to share
information with those interested in the project. The page described the overall project and was
primarily used to share the announcement of the public survey.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the project website

3. Existing Conditions
Site Description
The Arthur F. Dias Landing (the Landing) is located on the west side of the northern portion of
Padanaram Harbor (also known as the Apponagansett Harbor or the Apponagansett River) in the Town
of Dartmouth, Massachusetts. The site is named after a former Harbormaster who served the town for
some 30+ years from the 1970s until 2002.
The property is owned by the Town and consists of 2.20 acres1 Located on the site are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

two launch lanes separated by a float,
a pier with a float at the seaward end and a second float on the southern side. The latter is used
for short term tie-ups,
dinghy racks that collectively hold up to 65 dinghies or kayaks,
a separate kayak rack that can hold up to eight kayaks or stand-up paddleboards,
parking for vehicles with trailers (51) and single vehicles (32) including handicapped accessible
spaces, and
a small building used for storage and security cameras.

1

Town of Dartmouth. 2021. Assessor’s Town Maps. Online at: https://www.town.dartmouth.ma.us/gis-mapsassessors-tax-map-sheets.
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Figure 2. Aerial photo of Arthur F. Dias Landing (Source: Apple Maps)

Figure 3. Aerial photo showing moorings adjacent to Arthur F. Dias Landing (Source: Google Maps)
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Figure 4. Boat ramp, floating dock, and fixed pier with float (in background) at Arthur F. Dias Landing

Water depth along the shore of the Dias Landing site is relatively shallow. Bathymetry in the area of the
potential dock expansion was taken by members of the Dartmouth Waterways Management
Commission (Roger Race and Andy Herlihy) on the morning of May 6, 2021. They made four runs as
shown in Figure 5 below, covering the various options for locations of new floats.
Low tide on May 6, 2021 was at 11:54 am2. Water
depth was measured between 9:00 am and 9:23
am or about 1/3 of the rising tide. Tidal range on 6
May was provided as 3.2’ (High at 3.5’ and Low at
0.3’). For the purposes of this review, 1.0 foot was
subtracted from the measured depth to estimate
mean low water in the Dias Landing area.
While the soundings do not show depths at
specific locations, all measurements show water
depths of at least 2.5 feet at mean low tide—
sufficient to allow for movement of shallow draft
inflatable or hard dinghies or Whaler-type small
craft, all with outboard engines.
The transects discussed in the Table 1 below are
identified in the aerial photo shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Locations of depth measurements taken in
the area of potential enhancements of dockage at the
Dias Town Landing

2

US Harbors. 2021. Tides in Padanaram Harbor, South Dartmouth, MA. Online at:
www.usharbors.com/harbor/massachusetts/padanaram-south-dartmouth-ma/tides/#monthly-tide-chart.
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Station # *

Run A

Bathymetry at Dias Landing
Water Depth in Feet
Run B

1

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

5’ measured/
Est. 4’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

6.5’ measured/
Est 5.5’ MLW

2

3.5’ measured/
Est. 2.5’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

3

3.5’ measured/
Est. 2.5’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

4

3.5’ measured/
Est. 2.5’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

6’ measured/
Est. 5’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

5

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW/

5’ measured/
Est. 4’ MLW/

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

6

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

5’ measured/
Est. 4’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

7

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

5’ measured/
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

8

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5.5’ measured/
Est 4.5’ MLW

9

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

10

4’ measured/
Est. 3’ MLW

4.5’ measured/
Est. 3.5’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured/
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

5’ measured
Est. 4’ MLW

9:07 am EDT
May 6, 2021

9:13 am EDT
May 6, 2021

9:23 am EDT
May 6, 2021

11
Start time of Run

9:00 am EDT
May 6, 2021

Run C

Run D

* No detailed locations of the various station numbers were provided.
Table 1. Summary of the water depths measured in the vicinity of Dias Landing.
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Figure 6. Equipment utilized in ascertaining water depths in the vicinity of Dias Landing as shown in Table 1 above

The northern portion of the Harbor hosts approximately 200 moorings. Some of these, shown earlier in
Figure, are in relatively close proximity to the existing pier and float at the Landing and might conflict
with expansion of the facilities, depending on the final design. This could either shape the design and
location of additional dockage or result in moorings being relocated.

Interest in Additional Dockage
There is a strong demonstrated interest in additional dockage in Dartmouth for both recreational and
commercial users.
Mooring Waiting List
The town’s mooring waiting list dated August 1, 20203 included 146 individuals and their vessels. Sixteen
vessels on the waiting were 20 feet or less in length.
Fishing Industry Demand
Commercial fishermen participating in a 2018 state-wide survey about infrastructure and access
identified a desire for additional commercial berthing in Dartmouth.4 Though only 14 permitted
commercial fishermen actively landed catches in Dartmouth in 20185, the dockage facility could
potentially provide space for commercial use by dedicating some number of slips for the fishing
industry—either for long-term berthing or for short-term berthing associated with repairs or loading and

3

Town of Dartmouth. (2020). Dartmouth Mooring Wait List 8/1/2020. Online at:
http://dartmouthharbormaster.com/2020/09/20/1102/
4
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries. 2021. Massachusetts Commercial Fishing Port Profiles: Dartmouth.
Online at: https://www.mass.gov/lists/port-profile-project
5
Ibid.
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offloading. The appropriateness of this use would be directly tied to the size of vessels that could be
accommodated at a potential facility the Landing and the type of infrastructure provided.
Dinghy and Small Boat Storage around Padanaram Harbor
The following are summaries of the dinghy and small-boat storage capacity of the various facilities
around Padanaram Harbor. These should be considered as relatively accurate but may vary depending
on size of the boats being stored.
Overall, there is capacity for an approximate total of 300 dinghies and small craft for combined in-water,
on-float, or on-shore storage. There is also an estimated wait list for 250 spaces for dinghy and small
craft storage.
Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #
Cost
Wait List #
Wait list Time

Marshall Marine
Geoff Marshall
In-water
16
$220
10
6 Years (est.)

On-floats
10
$440

Name of Facility Davis & Tripp
Contact:
Sharon Tripp
Details
In-water
On-floats
Capacity #
10
12
Cost
$133/ft
$600
Wait List #
A few
Wait list Time
* Dinghy and small boat slips come with a parking spot
Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #
Cost
Wait List #
Wait list Time

South Wharf
Dave Nolan
In-water
40
$640 inc. parking
0
0

Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #

New Bedford Yacht Club
Mark Dorman
In-water
On-floats
17 for inflatables 75 for inflatables
26 for Whaleror hard-shell. Max
type*
6-foot beam
$277 for
$486 for season
inflatables

Cost

On-floats
10
$640 inc. parking
0
0
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On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
54 Rack spaces
23 spaces for dinghies on trailers
$161 annual fee for dinghies on racks
$215 for dinghies under 15’ on trailers
$280 for dinghies over 15’ on trailers

8

$88/foot for
Whaler-types

Wait List #

102 for
inflatables**

130 ***

No wait list for dinghy racks
5 for trailer space

113 for Whalertype
Wait list Time
Est. 10 years
12–14 years
N/A
* Whaler-type in-water boats are tied side-to on finger piers
** no fee for wait list for in-water inflatables so most members sign on to the list
*** $50 annual fee to remain on wait list
Dinghy storage is available only to NBYC members and is partially subsidized by membership fees.
Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #

Dias Landing
Steve Melo
In-water
0

On-floats
0

Cost
Wait List #

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Wait list Time

N/A

N/A

On-shore
20–25 stored on the beach itself
65 in racks
8 kayaks on “tree”
$50 season $15 decal
10 estimated for dinghy rack
20 for kayak “tree”
Unknown

In a survey question asking whether respondents presently have dinghy storage at a facility along the
Harbor’s edge, 36 people (26.5%) have dinghy storage in the Harbor, while 100 people (73.5%) do not.
In another survey question, when asked if slip space for a dinghy or larger vessel was available at Dias
Landing, would you be interested in using it, 44 people (32.8%) would be interested, while 33 people
(24.6%) might be interested, and 57 people (42.5%) would not be interested.
Of those survey respondents who currently have dinghy storage in the Harbor, 17 people (47.2%) would
be interested in a slip space, 8 people (22.2%) might be interested, and 11 people (30.6%) would not be
interested. For those who do not currently have dinghy storage, 27 people (27%) would be interested in
a slip space, 25 people (25%) might be interested, 46 people (46%) would not be interested, and 2
people (2%) did not provide an answer.

Management Structure
In the early 1960s, the Town entered into an agreement (the Agreement) with the Massachusetts Public
Access Board (PAB), now known as the Office of Fishing and Boating Access (FBA), to develop the launch
ramp and parking area. This original Agreement has not been located; however, it was renewed in May
of 1991 (see Appendix D). Under this Agreement, the FBA would construct and maintain the ramp and
parking areas with day-to-day operations being the responsibility and jurisdiction of the Town. The Town
has assigned management of the site to the Harbormaster Department, which operates with advisory
input from the Waterways Management Commission.
Under these provisions, the FBA
•

will “undertake any repairs, replacements, or reconstruction” of the facilities, and
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•

provide “proposed rules and regulations concerning the use of the facilities.

Further, under the provisions, the Town
•
•
•

•

agrees to operate the facilities, including “policing, trash and litter removal, and preservation of
the facilities for the general public”,
not allow the use of any parking spaces for purposes other than public access without
permission of the FBA,
may charge a “reasonable” fee for the use of the facilities with the same fee applicable to all
users (The FBA must approve the fee schedule and method of collection. All fees collected must
be used “exclusively for the operation and maintenance of the facilities with an accounting to be
provided to the FBA upon request.), and
the Town may establish rules and regulations for the use of the facilities, with approval of the
FBA, so long as the provisions are not inconsistent with those of the FBA.

The FBA role in the management of access sites state-wide are defined in Massachusetts Regulations
320CMR 2.00 Public Access Facilities. (See Appendix E.)
It should be noted that the Agreement applies only to the launch ramps, including the float located
between them, and the parking areas within the bounds of the site. The existing pier and attached floats
are not covered by the agreement and are the sole responsibility of the Town. Additionally, the 13
single-vehicle, parking spaces between the beach/dinghy racks and Gulf Road are not covered by the
Agreement and consequently are under sole management of the Town.
In a phone conversation with Douglas H. Cameron6, Acting Director/Chief Engineer, MA Department of
Fish and Game, Office of Fishing and Boating Access, Mr. Cameron clarified some of the aspects of the
agreement, including:
•

•

The term “general public” as mentioned in the agreement applies to all residents of the United
States as both Massachusetts’ and federal funds were utilized for construction and/or
renovation of the facilities. Consequently, use of the launch ramps and parking cannot be
limited either to residents of the Town of Dartmouth nor to residents of Massachusetts.
The provisions limiting parking in those areas under FBA jurisdiction solely to public access may
be modified for non-launch-related purposes through the issuance of a “special permit” for
events of less than seven days or a “general permit” for activities that extend beyond that
period. This requires an application to the FBA and can be issued only if such uses “do not
significantly interfere with the public uses of [the] facility.”

According to the Dartmouth Harbormaster web site7, fees for the usage of the Landing are either Daily
at a cost of $7.00 per day deposited in an orange collection box near the ramps or Seasonal at a cost of
$60.00 payable at the Town Collector’s Office. Commercial permits are $300 seasonally and $50 daily.
There are dinghy racks (also used for kayaks and stand-up paddleboards) available at the site as well as a
kayak rack. There is space in the older, wooden racks for up to approximately 50 vessels and another 24
vessels in the newer, metal racks. A seasonal fee of $50 is charged for each dinghy or kayak space (one
craft per space).8 There is an additional kayak rack holding eight boats. Dinghies are also stored on the
cobbled/rocky beach to the northwest of the existing pier. Seasonal permits for this latter storage are

6

Douglas Cameron, MA Office of Fishing and Boating Access (personal communication, September 4, 2020)
Dartmouth Harbormaster. 2021. Town Landing. Online at: http://dartmouthharbormaster.com/town-landing/
8
Steve Melo, Dartmouth Harbormaster (personal communication, October 2, 2020)
7
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$15 with no reserved spots—this area functions much like on-street parking for automobiles with a “first
come, first served” philosophy.9
Additional provisions reserve extended parking places for either vehicles with trailers or two vehicles
parked end to end. However, “There is no cost to enjoy the view from your occupied vehicle.”
Fees collected for use of the Landing go into the Waterways Enterprise Fund with a separate line item
for daily, seasonal, and commercial permits. These funds are generally utilized for day-to-day
management of the site, cover the costs for electricity for the security lights, hauling and launching of
floats, and general upkeep of the area.10

Permitting Structure
Any project to expand the waterside facilities at the Dias Landing will require a range of permits. The
specific permits required will depend on the design and nature of the expansion. The following is a
listing and description of the various possible permits that might be required.
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act (MGL C.131 §40 and regulations at 310 CMR 10:00 et seq.)
The MA Wetlands Protection Act reviews and conditions activities in or adjacent to wetlands that
might have an adverse impact on eight specific interests. Most potentially pertinent here would be:
•
•
•

Protection of land containing shellfish
Protection of fisheries, and
Protection of wildlife habitat.

Once the final design for the facility is agreed upon, it will be submitted to the Dartmouth
Conservation Commission in the form of a Notice of Intent. The Commission will review it and
determine whether there are any conditions on the design or construction that will be necessary to
protect the interests protected by the Act. If the Commission agrees that the project can go forward,
it will issue an Order of Conditions defining the project and any requirements the Commission has
added.
Town of Dartmouth Wetlands Protection Bylaw and Wetlands Protection Regulations (revised August
25, 2015)
The Dartmouth Wetlands Protection Bylaw generally mimics the state law described above with the
exception of three additional protected interests:
•
•
•

Erosion and sedimentation control,
Recreation, and
Aesthetics.

Of these three additional interests, perhaps the most germane for the proposed activities at the
Dias Landing would be the Recreation interest. There is the potential for additional dockage to
interfere with use of the beach for storage and launching of dinghies or to encroach on space
allocated for moorings, depending on the details of the final design.
The process for review under the Dartmouth Wetlands Bylaw also follows that of the state Wetlands
Act and is generally done at the same time although, given the different interests to be protected,
there may be differing conditions applied under the two legal formats.

9

Ibid.
Steve Melo, Dartmouth Harbormaster (personal communication, August 31, 2020)

10
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Massachusetts Public Waterfront Act (MGL C.91)
The Public Waterfront Act, commonly referred to as “Chapter 91”, is intended to protect public
interests in those waters and tidelands where the Commonwealth of Massachusetts holds an
interest. Among the activities regulated under this Act potentially germane to the proposed
activities at the landing would be construction of any new or modified structures. In this case, a
structure would consist of pile-supported dockage or a pier. The existing pile-supported pier at the
landing has a Chapter 91 license. If the proposed new facilities were to be pile-supported
(“permanent”) structures, or if structural changes were proposed for the existing licensed structure,
a Chapter 91 review would be necessary.
The Chapter 91 review and licensing is done by the State Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) and is entirely separate from the reviews done by the Conservation Commission under the
Wetlands Act and Bylaw. There is a Simplified License procedure that applies to community docking
facilities but that process cannot be utilized for structures of over 600 square feet or serving more
than 10 vessels. Consequently, if the facility is to be pile supported, it would most probably require a
General License.
Chapter 91 § 10a
Section 10a of Chapter 91 authorizes the Harbormaster of a town to issue an annual permit for
“temporary” structures attached to a waterway bottom such as a mooring, or bottom anchored
float. As mentioned above, a “permanent” structure in a waterway of the size being considered for
the Dias Landing would require a General license issued by the DEP whereas a bottom-anchored
float could be permitted by the Harbormaster under local standards.
Army Corps of Engineers Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, §10
Under the provisions of the Rivers and Harbors Act, the US Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps)
regulates structures in the navigable waters of the United States. However, given the number of
proposals for small docks and piers, the Corps has developed General Permits for most states,
including Massachusetts. Under these General Permits the Corps will accept state reviews and
permitting decisions for limited projects (such as that potentially proposed for the Dias Landing) to
meet their regulatory requirements. Consequently, it is not expected that a separate permit from
the Corps will be necessary for this project.
Massachusetts Office of Fishing and Boating Access
As described in an earlier section of this report, use of the Dias Landing and related parking is
managed under an agreement between the Town and the Massachusetts Office of Fishing and
Boating Access (FBA). Under this agreement, all of the parking on the site, with the exception of the
13 single vehicle spaces immediately adjacent to the Gulf Road, are reserved for users of the boat
launch. Consequently, any use of portions of the parking lot (other than those 13 spaces) for a small
craft facility/dinghy dockage would require agreement from the FBA.
Dredging
Presently, no dredging is proposed for expansion of dockage at the Dias Landing site. However, if it
was to be proposed, reviews under both the state and Dartmouth wetland law/bylaw, Chapter 91
and, depending on the nature and volume of the dredged material and its disposal, possibly the
Corps.
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4. Review of Facilities in Other Communities
To get a sense of how other communities have approached small boat facilities, the UHI team reviewed
over 20 facilities in coastal communities in Buzzards Bay, Cape Cod, and the South Shore. For each of
these, we compiled information on:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The size and nature of the vessels served
The number of slips or on-float storage offered
Length of season
Cost for vessel storage
Financial aspects including
o method of collecting fees
o what type of account did the fees go to
o initial cost of construction and source of funds
o maintenance costs and source of funds
o whether there were additional staff costs related to the facility
o annual operating budget
Management of the boating facility
o where management of the facility was administratively located (e.g., what Department)
o staff necessary for operation
o managed by the town or a vendor
Parking available as related to number of slips
Water depth at the facility and whether dredging was required
Amenities (including security) provided on-site
Any other issues encountered in development and operation of the facility

Many of the facilities reviewed differed sufficiently from what would be feasible at Dias Landing—
generally due to the size and nature of vessels served—that they did not lend meaningful information to
this exercise. There were several, however, that provided meaningful background information for this
study. These are briefly summarized below, with the primary focus on how they are comparable to the
potential design and use at Dias Landing and “lessons learned” that might help guide development of a
facility at the Landing.

Marion
Marion operates a facility that is very similar in nature to what might be most feasible for Dias Landing.
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Figure 7. Marion Town Dock with Harbormaster Office, boat launch area, and parking (additional parking extends
along road at bottom of photo)

Dockage is on a connected series of floats, bottom anchored with helix moorings at most points. The
floats were built in-house by the Harbormaster Department staff and are hauled, maintained, and
launched by those staff members. Hard-shell boats are secured to the floats at either the bow or stern,
with the other end of the vessel connected to a pile-supported wire running parallel to the floats.
Inflatables are docked in a different area from hard-hulled craft such as Whalers and are secured
perpendicularly to the floats by lines attached from the vessel to the floats.
Each float is 6 feet by 30 feet and will provide dockage for 10–11 vessels. These are generally either
inflatable dinghies or Whaler-type skiffs. Floatation is provided by 4-foot by 6-foot by 19-inch plasticcovered Styrofoam billets. Decking is pressure treated lumber.
Costs for construction of one of the 30-foot floats (probably somewhat dated) was approximately $3000
for hardware and approximately $1500 for lumber. The Helix moorings and any chain or other mooring
tackle are not included in the hardware costs. Labor for construction was provided by the staff of the
Harbormaster Department and took an estimated three people working two, eight-hour days for each
float. The work was done in the parking lot at the facility during the off-season (as is any maintenance
and storage).
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Figure 8. The dock for inflatables. Note that each dinghy is rigged with lines designed to keep it perpendicular to
the dock.

Figure 9. The dock for “hard hulled boats”. Note that these are tied off at the stern to a pile-supported wire to
keep them perpendicular to the dock.
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There a building at the facility which houses the Harbormaster’s office as well as showers and
restrooms. Water is the only amenity provided.
Additionally, dry storage for dinghies and kayaks/other paddlecraft is provided on-site as well as a boat
launch facility. Parking is available on the site and along an access roadway leading from the street to
the facility.
Fees for in-water storage are $200 for a slip. There are a few commercial boats that use the ends of the
docks and are charged $600 for the season and $400 for a second boat rafted to the first. Seasonal use
of the dinghy rack is $40. Non-residents pay an extra $100 fee for a “boat sticker” which allows for
parking at the facility. In Fiscal Year 2019 berthing fees brought in over $42,000 and the Dinghy rack
provided and additional $6,800.

Bourne: Pocasset River Marina
The Town of Bourne operates three separate marinas; Taylor Point (north of the Cape Cod Canal in the
Cohasset Narrows), Monument Beach (in Phinney’s Harbor) and the Pocasset River facility. Of the three,
the latter is closest in scope and nature to what is envisioned at the Dias Landing.

Figure 10. The Pocasset River in Bourne showing the boat slips, adjacent parking area, and overflow parking area
across Shore Road

The Pocasset River facility has slips for 17 boats directly adjacent to a paved parking area with space for
approximately 40 vehicles. There is an unpaved, overflow parking lot across Shore Road from the facility.
Because there is no boat ramp at the site (although the facility is used to hand-launch paddlecraft),
there are no parking spots reserved for vehicles with trailers. There is a water supply on-site but no
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electricity or pump-out amenities. Floats are put into the water in May and removed around the
beginning of November, depending on weather. The slips can handle vessels up to a maximum of 30 feet
in length, although most are in the 20-foot range. All of the vessels at the marina are recreational with
no commercial presence. The floats are anchored by pilings with perpendicular floats to separate vessels
and provide easy access. The floats are accessed by a metal ramp attached to the concrete bulkhead
maintaining the edge of the parking area. Rates for the season are $92 per foot and all vessels are
required to have a Waterways Permit costing $200 annually. In the spring of 2021, there was a waiting
list of more than 70 individuals.

Figure 11. Pocasset River (Bourne) marina

The three Town-owned marinas are operated by Town employees within a separate section of the
Department of Natural Resources. There are 23 year-round employees overseeing the marinas with up
to 50 employees during the boating season. There is no full-time, on-site employee presence at the
Pocasset River marina, although during the season employees are on call to respond to problems. They
also make periodic inspections during the season.
Maintenance of the floats, including seasonal hauling and launching of the floats is done by Town
employees with considerable staff and equipment assistance from the Department of Public Works. All
income from slip rental goes to the Town General Fund, from which funds are budgeted for operation of
all three marinas. The Town recognizes that the marinas generate a significant amount of income and
has historically provided sufficient operations and maintenance funding.
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Mattapoisett
The Mattapoisett Town Wharf consists of four sizable granite wharves constructed in the 1800s to
support the shipbuilding activities of that period. Currently the wharf complex offers a concrete boat
ramp, and dockage for a wide range of vessels, both seasonal and transient. Of interest for this review
are the floats designated for seasonal dinghies. There is also dockage for smaller motor craft along the
wharves themselves, but their design is not applicable to the situation at the Dias Landing.
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Figure 12. Mattapoisett Town Wharf. There are slips for smaller craft along the western (left in the photo above)
side of the western-most wharf, along floats extending westerly from that wharf, and along the eastern side of the
third wharf from the left in the photo.

In-water seasonal dockage for inflatable dinghies (12 feet and under) is $100, although the
Harbormaster expects that there will be a 20–25% increase in the coming year. Additionally, all vessels
are required to pay a Waterways Usage Fee of $50. Presently there are 75 slips for these craft, but there
are plans to expand that number to 95. As of fall of 2020, there was a waiting list of more than 40
individuals.

Figure 13. The Mattapoisett dinghy dock for inflatable craft (in rear of photo). These are tied at the bow only and,
as can be seen, may drift from perpendicular. The craft in the foreground are docked at the stone wharf and are
tied off at the stern to a pile-supported wire to hold them in place.

There are also approximately 90 slips along the wharf for skiffs, defined as 10–16 feet in length and a
maximum 65-inch beam. These must be reached by ladders on the wharf face. The ladders are
constructed by the Harbormaster Department with lumber provided by the slip holder. As may be seen
above, these craft are held perpendicular to the wharf by being tied off to a wire at their stern. This not
only keeps the boats in line to preserve space along the wharf but also protects the craft from coming
into contact with the stone materials of the wharf.
Fees for skiff dockage are $150 annually. Most of the boats are recreational, although a small number
are utilized for shellfishing. These slips also are restricted to local residents, and in the fall of 2020 there
was a waiting list of 35 individuals.
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There is an annual fee of $20 to be kept on the waiting list for either inflatable dinghies or skiffs.

Figure 14. Dockage along the stone wharf for skiffs and inflatables. Note that access to each boat is via a ladder
and the stern tie-off. The tie-off runs through a pulley on the wire and is weighted to keep the boats away from the
stone wharf.

The Harbormaster is a separate department within the Town administration and reports directly to the
Town Administrator and the Select Board. There is a Marine Advisory Board to provide input to the
operations of the Department. Income from mooring fees, dockage, Waterways Usage Fees, and excise
taxes on boats go into an Enterprise Fund which supports the Department’s annual operating budget of
slightly over $200,000. Following a challenge of the Home Rule Act, the Enterprise Fund receives 100%
of the boating excise funds.
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There is additional landside storage for dinghies and paddlecraft and a small launch area through the
adjacent park. Small craft can also be launched from the boat ramp if this does not interfere with other
activities there.
The facility also provides for parking, which requires a permit.

Wareham, Onset Pier
The Town of Wareham maintains a small dock attached to the Onset Pier in Onset Bay, northwest of the
western end of the Cape Cod Canal. This provides dockage for transient boaters as well as seasonal slips.

Figure 15. Onset Pier, Wareham with floating dockage area to the west (the left of the photo) of the solid fill pier
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Figure 16. The float dockage for small craft at Onset Pier in Wareham

This pier holds a maximum of 25 dinghies on the northern (shoreward) side. Seasonal permits are $75.
The floats are held in place with pilings, remain in place year-round, with ice bubblers being utilized to
prevent damage to the pilings and floats. This differs from most other facilities mentioned herein where
the floats are removed for the winter season.

Figure 17. Onset Pier small boat dockage from the water. Note the mix of inflatable and hard-hulled boats with the
inflatables acting as bumpers for the non-inflatable craft.
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Eastham
Dockage on the Eastham (western) side of Rock Harbor is another site generally comparable to a
potential facility at Dias Landing. The docks are adjacent to an Office of Fishing and Boating Access ramp.
Paved parking is provided for ramp users, while dockage users park in the dirt lot. The parking spaces in
the dirt lot are not marked, but the area can fit approximately 20 cars.

Dirt parking
area is for
dock users

Paved parking
area is for
boat ramp
users

Figure 18. Eastham docks at Rock Harbor (western side of harbor), with state boat ramp and separate parking
areas for ramp users and dock users

Approximately 50 vessels can dock at this site. The docks on the inside of the pier can accommodate
vessels up to 22 feet. Vessels up to 33 feet can fit on the outside docks. The average size of a vessel at
this facility is around 20 feet.
Most vessels at this site are used primarily for recreational purposes, although a small number of
commercial boats also dock at the site.
Water and electricity have been added to the docks and are set up in a way that allows for easy
assembly and disassembly each season.
Dredging was conducted a few years ago at the site of the docks, and dredging is likely to be needed
again in the future. Dredging at the harbor entrance is the larger concern, however. The 9–12-foot tidal
range and sedimentation make it difficult for many boats to safely enter and exit the channel outside of
two hours on either side of high tide.
Berthing costs are as follows:
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•
•
•

$25/night for transients between Memorial Day and Labor Day, 2-week maximum
$50/week transient slips between Labor Day and Memorial Day
Seasonal rates are $65/ft for tax-payers; $85/foot for non-tax-payers

Waitlist fees and transient fees are the same regardless of tax-payer status. Separate waitlists are
maintained for inside slips and outside slips, although the Harbormaster is looking to move to a single
waitlist system.
Payment is collected in the form of cash and checks, but the Town is working to move to an electronic
payment method. Funds (approximately $38,000/year) are deposited into the general fund.
One seasonal wharfinger works with the Harbormaster and Assistant Harbormaster to manage dock
activity. DPW staff and the shellfish constable also help with management and maintenance when
needed.

Cohasset
The Town of Cohasset owns and operates five town dinghy docks in Cohasset Cove and Bailey Creek.
These facilities are: Margin Street, Lawrence Wharf and Town Landing on Border Street, Government
Island near the Harbormaster’s Office, and Mariner’s Park/Parker Avenue. Although individually these
facilities may be smaller than what is envisioned for Dias Landing, they may provide a useful example
when considering several facilities together.

Figure 19. Margin Street

Figure 20. Lawrence Wharf and Town Landing
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Figure 21. Government Island Pier

Figure 22. Mariner’s Park/Parker Avenue

The docks range from 10–25 slips depending on location, with a total of about 88 slips across all five
locations. These dinghy docks are intended to promote public access, and anyone with a mooring can
apply for a dinghy dock space. Three facilities are utilized by recreational boaters, and two facilities are
primarily for commercial use.
Water and electricity are available at two of the facilities, and a public bathroom is available at another
location.
Adequate parking is a longstanding problem, with some locations having only 4–6 parking spaces.
Government Island Pier has more availability, with about 15 parking spaces at the pier, 5 at the
Harbormaster’s Office, and access to a nearby larger parking lot at the Lightkeepers Corporation.
Mariner’s Park/Parker Avenue is the only location with parking for trailers (7–8 spaces) and also 10
vehicle spaces. A town sticker is required to park at all facilities. Non-residents must use street parking.
Cohasset Cove and Bailey Creek are in need of dredging, but this would not significantly increase the
depth at the dinghy docks, which varies from 5–7 feet at low tide depending on location.
The cost is $75 per slip for the season. Mooring fees are billed during the winter and payments are sent
to Town Hall. All other fees are collected through the Harbormaster’s Office via cash or check. All fees go
into the General Fund and are allocated through the town budget.
The current docks have been in place for approximately 20 years. The town conducts all maintenance,
including replacing all of the wood decking over the past few years. The Harbormaster recommends
investing in quality construction for a dock that will last for a long time and require less maintenance.
The Harbormaster is the only full-time staff person, with about four assistants added during the
summer.

5. Considerations for a Boating Facility
Estimated Costs related to Dock Construction and Maintenance
To provide a rough estimate the potential costs for construction and maintenance of additional
construction at the Dias Landing site, we utilized an undated sketch for dockage provided by the
Dartmouth Harbormaster’s Office as shown below. It should be clearly emphasized that this model was
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utilized solely to determine the feasibility of expansion of existing facilities. It should not be considered
as a proposed design at this point. A final scope, location, and design for any proposed facility will be
determined at some point in the future.

Figure 23. Preliminary sketch of possible additional dockage at the Arthur Dias Town Landing in South Dartmouth,
MA. Prepared by Steve Melo, Dartmouth Harbormaster.
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This lay-out allows for 80 in-water boats along eight 30-foot x 6-foot floats extending to the west from
the existing float (and two new floats) at the end of the Town Pier. It also allows for 12 on-float spaces
on two 20 feet x 10 feet floats at the northern end of the two fingers.
Based on these parameters, we estimated construction costs for the floats. It should be strongly
emphasized that these “estimates” are not necessarily what would be the costs in a formal bid—they
are rough estimates based on a preliminary sketch and minimal information as to final details. These
figures should be utilized only as a general guide.
Costs were calculated for floats constructed from three different materials:
•
•
•

All wood
Aluminum frame with wood decking
Concrete

The rough estimate of cost per square foot for the floats was provided by Bellingham Marine, Newport
Beach, CA as follows (all costs listed include delivery and $7/square foot assembly):
•
•
•

Wood — $57/sq foot
Aluminum — $67/sq foot
Concrete — between $92 and $97/sq foot, depending on final design.

Calculated costs for float construction per the sketch above are tabularized below with the total
construction cost for each material highlighted in yellow:

Wood
# floats

float width
8
2
2
2

6
6
10
10

float length total sq feet
30
1440
20
240
20
400
30
600

Total Sq Ft Cost/sq ft Total cost
2680
$57
$152,760
Aluminum
# floats

float width
8
2
2
2

6
6
10
10

float length total sq feet
30
1440
20
240
20
400
30
600

Total Sq Ft Cost/sq ft Total cost
2600
$67
$174,200
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Concrete
# floats

float width
8
2
2
2

6
6
10
10

float length total sq feet
30
1440
20
240
20
320
30
600

Total Sq Ft Cost/sq ft Total cost
2600
$92
$239,200
2600
$97
$252,200
Additional costs for anchoring the floats and annual hauling and storage on the existing parking area at
the Dias Landing were provided by Pioneer Mooring of South Dartmouth, MA. These represent a
generalized figure and do not reflect varying costs based on the material of dock construction. It should
be assumed that the following figures are valid for wood construction and provide a generally accurate
cost for aluminum. Anchoring for concrete floats may differ but, for the purposes of this exercise, we are
assuming that they would be in the same general range. The anchoring costs are based on the use of
Helix anchors and StormSoft elastic mooring bands and include labor. Material costs totaled
approximately $32,078. Labor costs totaled $7,200.
If anchoring costs and labor to install the anchoring system are added to float construction costs, the
totals are as follows:
•
•
•

Wood — $192,038
Aluminum — $213,478
Concrete — between $278,478 and $291,478

Pioneer Mooring also provided rough estimates for the costs of hauling/launching the float system
seasonally. This totaled approximately $2,100 each season, or $4,200 each year. This estimate is for
wood or aluminum construction. Concrete floats are much heavier and require more careful hauling and
storage. Often concrete floats are left in the water year-round, either in place or moved to protected
waters. Consequently, we do not have figures for annual maintenance of this sort for concrete floats.
An additional cost could be incurred if the final design included piles and wires to hold docked boats
perpendicular to the floats as seen in photos of the Marion and Mattapoisett facilities. Costs for these
structures are not included in the cost calculations.

Estimated Potential Annual Income from Slip and On-float Space Rental
Using the sketch shown above, there would be the possibility of 80 in-water slips and 12 on-float spaces.
This ratio, of course, could be altered by providing wider floats allowing for more on-float spaces and
fewer in-water slips.
Using a possible in-water slip rental of $275 per season for inflatable craft and $85 per foot for Whalertype craft (generally comparable with other facilities around the Harbor), at full capacity the income
could range from $30,000–$35,000 assuming all inflatable dinghies to $80,000 if the ratio was 40
inflatables and 40, 20-foot Whaler-type craft.
A survey of the existing facilities with dinghy and small craft storage around the Harbor suggests a total
wait list estimated at 250. (Survey figures are shown below.) There are some 200 existing moorings in
the northern portion of the Harbor that might provide a customer base. With approximately 1100
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moorings in the southern portion of the Harbor, there is also the potential for boat owners in that area
to utilize storage at the Dias Landing and travel through the bridge to get to their moorings. This
suggests that there is the potential to get considerable usage of the new floats—although it might take
several seasons to reach full capacity.
Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #
Cost
Wait List #
Wait list Time

Marshall Marine
Geoff Marshall
In-water
16
$220
10
6 Years (est.)

On-floats
10
$440

Name of Facility Davis & Tripp
Contact:
Sharon Tripp
Details
In-water
On-floats
Capacity #
10
12
Cost
$133/ft
$600
Wait List #
A few
Wait list Time
* Dinghy and small boat slips come with a parking spot
Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #
Cost
Wait List #
Wait list Time

South Wharf
Dave Nolan
In-water
40
$640 inc. parking
0
0

Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #

New Bedford Yacht Club
Mark Dorman
In-water
On-floats
17 for inflatables 75 for inflatables
26 for Whaleror hard-shell.
type*
Max 6-foot beam
$277 for
$486 for season
inflatables
$88/foot for
Whaler-types
102 for
130 ***
inflatables**
113 for Whalertype
Est. 10 years
12–14 years

Cost

Wait List #

Wait list Time

On-floats
10
$640 inc. parking
0
0
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On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
0
N/A
N/A
N/A

On-shore
54 Rack spaces
23 spaces for dinghies on trailers
$161 annual fee for dinghies on racks
$215 for dinghies under 15’ on trailers
$280 for dinghies over 15’ on trailers
No wait list for dinghy racks
5 for trailer space

N/A
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* Whaler-type in-water boats are tied side-to on finger piers
** no fee for wait list for in-water inflatables so most members sign on to the list
*** $50 annual fee to remain on wait list
Dinghy storage is available only to NBYC members and is partially subsidized by membership fees.

Name of Facility
Contact:
Details
Capacity #

Dias Landing
Steve Melo
In-water
0

On-floats
0

Cost
Wait List #

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Wait list Time

N/A

N/A

On-shore
20–25 stored on the beach itself
65 in racks
8 kayaks on “tree”
$50 season $15 decal
10 estimated for dinghy rack
20 for kayak “tree”
Unknown

Amenities
During the interview process and survey, a number of potential amenities were suggested for an
expanded facility at Dias Landing. The amenities most often suggested in interviews include water
(potable and for cleaning purposes), ice, bathroom facilities and/or capability to empty Porta-potties,
electricity, and trash receptables/disposal.
Survey respondents provided similar answers for suggested amenities, but varied from the interviews in
the level of support for each amenity. A majority of survey respondents said they would like to have
water (64 people) and trash/recycling (61 people) available at a potential facility. Other amenity choices
with significant support included electricity (37 people), bathrooms (17 people), and fuel (15 people).
Other recommended amenities include a fish cleaning station (5 people), and ice (4 people. Amenities
suggested by one or two respondents included food/drink, dock carts, bait, hoist, Wi-Fi, kayak launch
area, electronic metered parking, on-duty attendant, and education kiosks.

Parking
A secondary issue necessary to be resolved regarding enhanced facilities at the Dias Landing site is that
of parking for users of the potential boating facility.
While this study discusses potential issues related to parking, without a final design, it is not possible to
estimate the number of parking spaces that would be necessary for the facility. This estimate would
come as part of developing a final design.
Parking at the site
Parking at the existing Dias Landing site is constrained by a Land Management Agreement between the
Town of Dartmouth the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and
Environmental Law Enforcement dated May 29, 1991 (See Appendix D). This Agreement is administered
by the Office of Fishing and Boating Access (FBA), within what is now the Department of Fish and Game,
and was established as part of the construction of the present boat ramp with FBA funding. The
Agreement includes that language that, “The Municipality shall not use or permit to be used any parking
spaces or open areas for purposes other than public access without the written permission of the
Department [through the FBA].” The working definition by the FBA for the use of these parking spaces is
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to support the boat ramp. Use of the ramp and parking is open to all residents of the United States who
may purchase either a seasonal or day pass. It is not clear that these parking spaces could be utilized for
any facilities that are owned and operated solely by the Town of Dartmouth.
The only parking spaces on the facility that are not covered by the Agreement are the 13 marked spaces
directly adjacent to Gulf Road. These were constructed and are “owned” by the Town of Dartmouth and
are suitable for vehicles without trailers.
There are 13 spaces sized for vehicles without trailers under the FBA Agreement located adjacent to the
sea wall on the northeast segment of the existing parking area. The Town could consider “trading” the
13 spaces along Gulf Road for the use of the 13 spaces under the jurisdiction of the FBA. This would
provide closer parking and easier loading/unloading for users of the Town facilities.
There is, however, a second potential use projected for the 13 spaces along Gulf Road. The Town has
proposed construction of a recreational fishing pier off the causeway between Padanaram Village and
the west side of the Harbor. This facility would also require designated public parking as a requirement
of state funding for the project. Consequently, there may be competition for the designated usage of
these spots.
To establish on-site parking for enhanced facilities at Dias Landing the Town may have to resolve two
issues:
•
•

Determining whether the FBA would consider “trading” the use of the 13 parking spaces on Gulf
Road for 13 spaces presently under the Agreement, and
Deciding whether to utilize the 13 parking spaces on Gulf Road to support enhanced facilities at
the Dias Landing or to support use of a public fishing pier on the causeway.
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Figure 24. Aerial photo of Dias Landing showing (1) the approximate boundaries of the FBA Agreement (outlined in
red), (2) the 13 parking spaces along the seawall within the FBA Agreement boundaries (outlined in yellow), and (3)
the 13 parking spaces along Gulf Road (outlined in blue).

There is also the possibility of a separate study that could influence the site. In May 2021, the Town
applied for a Coastal Resilience Grant through the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management
(CZM). The proposed project would review the condition of the seawall at both Dias Landing and the
adjacent Apponagansett Park, assess an earlier plan to fix the wall developed by the FBA, define the
natural resources in the area, solicit public input into a remedy, and develop at least a preliminary
concept for a potential remedy. Awards are expected to be announced in the summer of 2021.
Parking off-site
There appear to be two potential options for near-by, off-site parking to support Dias Landing facilities:
1) spaces within the adjacent Apponagansett Park and 2) along West Smith Neck Road.
Apponagansett Park
The Apponagansett Park and Recreation Area is a Town owned and operated facility and use of the
facility in-season requires a Town-issued pass. Currently there is a verbal agreement to allow for limited
use of parking areas on the east side of the Park for trailerless vehicles using Dias Landing. There appear
to be spaces for approximately 20 vehicles in this area. Per the current agreement, vehicles must display
a seasonal parking sticker for the Landing and may park only when there is space available. This latter
aspect has the potential to preclude such parking on busy weekend or holiday periods, when there
might be similar parking pressures at the Landing.
The verbal agreement appears linked to the use of parking at Dias Landing by the Park and Recreation
Department for special, heavily trafficked events within the Park—particularly a series of evening
concerts during the summer season. By most reports, this agreement has worked well in the past to
accommodate the needs of both facilities. However, it might be preferable to more formally establish
the agreement in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding/Memorandum of Agreement if the
facilities at Dias Landing are enhanced.
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Figure 25. Aerial photo showing the parking area (outlined in red) on the east side of Apponagansett Park and
Recreation Area that is used for trailerless vehicles using Dias Landing.

West Smith Neck Road
West Smith Neck Road runs generally southward from Gulf Road, on the opposite side from the Dias
Landing. The east side of West Smith Neck Road is bounded for approximately 1000 feet by wooded
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conservation land owned and managed by the
Dartmouth Natural Resources Trust (DNRT). On
the west side, DNRT owns approximately 500
feet. There are no residences within these
areas. Presently, the west side of the road
provides for parking for (1) special events at
Apponagansett Park and (2) trailered vehicles
using Dias Landing. The Town could consider
expanding the parking options along West
Smith Neck Road to support other parking
needs from expanded facilities at Dias Landing
(e.g., vehicles without trailers).
Similarly, the Town could consider use of West
Smith Neck Road to provide parking for a
proposed fishing pier on the causeway.
Figure 26. Aerial photo showing the approximate
boundaries of DNRT property along the west side (in
red) and east side (in blue) of West Smith Neck Road.

Dredging
The bathymetry data collected in May 2021
show estimated water depths of at least 2.5
feet at mean low tide. Although this will impose
some depth-related limitations on the ability of
larger or deeper-draft vessels to access a
potential facility, it is not expected to impact the movement of shallow draft inflatable or hard dinghies
or small craft, all with outboard engines. No dredging is required or proposed for expansion of dockage
at the Dias Landing site; however, this does not impact the Town’s ability to pursue dredging at other
sites in the Harbor.

Impacts to Other Uses
Padanaram Harbor is used for a variety of commercial and recreational purposes including fishing and
boating. It is important that a berthing facility at Dias Landing not displace these other activities or
create unsafe conditions. Moreover, this facility could be developed in a way that provides benefits to
the Town and other harbor users.
Although the final design is not yet determined, this facility could add approximately 40–80 slips north
of the bridge, which currently holds approximately 200 moorings. Given that a significant portion of
these slips are likely to be used for dinghies to access moored vessels, this will not drastically increase
the overall number of vessels in the northern portion of the Harbor. Depending on the orientation and
use of the berthing, however, there is potential to displace a small number of existing moorings and/or
increase boating activity north of the bridge. Further, there is potential for increased congestion in the
vicinity of the boat ramp. There are potential impacts to users of the upland area as well, such as an
increased demand for parking. Not all potential impacts are negative, however. For example, the facility
could provide reserved spaces to support commercial fishing activity—should there be a demand for it,
enhance physical and visual waterfront access, and reduce pressure on ramp usage. These impacts are
described below in further detail.
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Recreational Boating
Dias Landing is the only boating facility on the western side of Padanaram Harbor, and one of only two
boating facilities north of the bridge—the other being Marshall Marine located on the northeast side of
the Harbor. Davis & Tripp, the New Bedford Yacht Club, and the South Wharf Yacht Yard are all located
south of the bridge on the eastern side of the Harbor. Given its location relative to other boating
facilities, a small dock for berthing consistent with the scale identified in this plan will not likely interfere
with physical operations at any of these other facilities. Interviews with owners at several of these
facilities suggested that as long as pricing was competitive, small boat berthing at Dias Landing could
enhance their customers’ ability to access moored boats and relieve pressure on their own waiting lists.
While berthing at Dias Landing might not have significant impacts on activity at other boating facilities,
the ramp and parking area at Dias Landing are highly utilized during summer months. The number of
launches is not officially tracked, but on average the ramp sees approximately 20 launches per day
between June 15 and September 15. During the shoulder seasons, the number of launches is in the
range of 5–10 per day.11
The congestion at the ramp extends into the parking lot as well, with the lot regularly overflowing
approximately five days/year. The heaviest congestion in the parking area tends to be around the 4th of
July holiday, Labor Day weekend, and early August.
Bridge Openings
Padanaram Harbor is bisected by the causeway and bridge. The bridge opens on request at scheduled
times during the boating season and by appointment during the off-season. The vertical clearance of the
bridge is eight feet at mean high water (MHW). Given the size of vessels likely to be docked at the
expanded facilities, additional bridge openings for their passage will probably be unnecessary.
Apponagansett Park
Apponagansett Park, managed by the Town’s Parks and Recreation Department, provides several
opportunities for outdoor recreation including a swimming beach, playground, picnic area, basketball
and volleyball courts, food service (e.g., ice cream and sandwiches), kayak and paddleboard rentals, and
a gazebo for small functions. Open year-round, the park also provides scenic views of the Harbor.
Given the location and scale of the proposed berthing facility, it is unlikely to have much, if any, direct
impact on the uses of Apponagansett Park. A potential facility may even bring additional business to the
Bucket as boaters look to pick up food before or after a trip.
The parking lot at the Park fills up from time to time, especially during the summer months. As noted
above, there is an informal agreement by the Parks and Recreation Department to allow un-trailered
vehicles, with a sticker of usage of the Landing, to park along the border between the Park and the
Landing, assuming there is space available.
Commercial Fishing
One of the needs identified during the harbor planning process was support and additional space for the
small but active commercial fishing industry. More specifically, a recent survey of commercial fishermen
noted a desire for dredging, parking, dock space, water, ice, and electricity in Dartmouth12. Some of the
amenities could be provided at a berthing facility at Dias Landing, and accommodations could be made
11

Steve Melo, Dartmouth Harbormaster (personal communication, May 5, 2020)
Massachusetts Division of marine Fisheries. 2021. Port Profile: Dartmouth, MA. Online at:
https://www.mass.gov/doc/dartmouth-port-profile-2021/download
12
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to reserve berthing and parking for commercial users seasonally, year-round, and/or temporarily while
making repairs or loading and unloading their vessels. Further, signage about commercial fishing
activities could help with public education about the role fishing plays in the community.
While the berthing facility could be used to support a small number of people involved in commercial
fishing, there is also the potential for commercial users to be negatively impacted by additional activity
at the boat ramp, where several commercial fishers launch and retrieve their vessels.

Environmental Impacts
The northern portion of the Harbor supports a vibrant ecosystem of aquatic and terrestrial species of
plants and animals; however, certain natural resources are more limited in the area around Dias
Landing. There is a stretch of marine beach to the west of the landing and limited segments of salt
marsh on the site, but located well away from where any proposed expansion of facilities would take
place. Larger areas of salt marsh are found away from Dias Landing on the northern and western
shoreline of the north area of the Harbor. Eelgrass presence is generally non-existent in the area around
Dias Landing. The limited eelgrass there is in the Harbor is found south of the causeway near the
entrance to the Harbor. Given the limited presence of salt marsh and eelgrass at the proposed facility
site, no significant impacts to these resources are expected.

Figure 27. Map of Natural Resources Around Dias Landing

Padanaram Harbor is designated as Essential Fish Habitat for 23 species at various life stages (i.e., eggs,
larvae, juvenile, adult).13 In addition, the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) classifies 53
13

NOAA. No date. Essential Fish Habitat Mapping Tool. Online at:
https://www.habitat.noaa.gov/protection/efh/efhmapper/
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species in Dartmouth as Endangered (10), Threatened (19), or of Special Concern (24)14 (this designation
includes the entire Town, not exclusively the Harbor). A proposed facility is not expected to cause
detrimental impacts to any of these species. Regular monitoring programs conducted by the state and
local organizations will provide additional input on species management.
It is anticipated that a proposed facility would provide more convenient access to the water for the
public to reach vessels on moorings and to provide in-water storage for vessels that would otherwise be
launched as needed. Such use is likely to lead to some increase in vessel use in the Harbor, but is not
expected to dramatically increase boat traffic. As a result, any water quality impacts are expected to be
minimal. Water circulation patterns and erosion and sedimentation impacts will depend on the final
design, but are unlikely to be significantly affected.
No additional lighting is proposed for a potential facility at Dias Landing at this time, so there are no light
pollution impacts anticipated.
The final number of slips in the proposed facility will determine the degree of impacts on environmental
resources. The engineering and design phase may be able to incorporate mitigation measures to limit
any potential environmental impacts.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the data collected during this study, it seems that enhancement of the Dias Landing dockage is
quite feasible. As detailed above:
•
•

•

•

Existing conditions at the site, i.e., water depth and existing structures would allow construction
of dockage for up to approximately 90 shallow draft vessels—inflatable or hard-shell dinghies
and small Whaler-type skiffs.
There are significant wait lists and/or anecdotal demand for some 250 slips or on-float storage
at existing facilities within the Harbor. Further, there are an estimated 200 moorings in the
upper portion of the Harbor which require use of dinghies for access. These numbers indicate
the potential demand for usage of an enhanced facility.
Assuming initial construction funding (roughly estimated at $200,000–$300,000) could be
located, an estimated annual income of $30,000–$80,000 would cover annual operational costs
and eventually be able to “pay back” at least a significant portion of the construction costs.
Caveat: the reality of these figures will depend on the ultimate design and timing of
construction.
As noted below, there are a number of issues related to construction and operation of an
enhanced facility that would need to be addressed—some prior to or during construction and
some over time. None of these seem to be insurmountable to the point where the project could
not be successfully completed.

Recommendations
Public Outreach
A public meeting will be organized by the Waterways Management Commission to share the results of
this draft feasibility study. Once this report is finalized, additional outreach by the Town may be needed
regarding whether to pursue the funding and construction of a docking facility at the Landing, and to
share progress if and when any structural design is created and finalized. Information could be
14

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. No Date. Rare Species by Town Viewer.
Online at: https://www.mass.gov/info-details/rare-species-viewer
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disseminated to the public at large via a public meeting, publication on a website (e.g., that of the
Harbormaster Department), press releases, e-mail notifications, or a presentation on the Dartmouth
Community Media (DCTV).
Design Criteria
Given that this study utilized a conceptual drawing of the expanded facilities, there will be a need to
determine the final engineering design. This will need to finalize such items as:
•
•
•

Size and layout of new floats
Construction details
Methods of anchoring the floats

Additional design criteria could serve to enhance the site and promote a positive impact:
•
•

An aesthetically pleasing design of the docking facility could add to the character of the
waterfront in a way that would enhance the scenic quality for those who like to come to the
landing and adjacent park to enjoy the scenic view of the Harbor.
Improvements to the shoreline at Dias Landing could enhance pedestrian access along a greater
portion of the waterfront.

Should the final design of the facility necessitate the displacement of any currently existing moorings,
the Harbormaster will have to work with the vessel owner(s) to find a suitable new location.
Construction Schedule
Consideration should be given to scheduling the construction of an enhanced facility—whether to do a
“full build-out” from the start or to do the construction in stages. This decision will probably include two
major factors:
•
•

The availability of funding, i.e., whether guaranteed serial funding to allow for staged
construction would be available or a “one time” funding that would cover all the construction.
The demand for use of the facility. A heavy demand would suggest a full build-out whereas
limited demand might lead to a staged development. A full build-out with limited demand might
lead to a public perception of poor fiscal management for the project.

Permitting
If the proposed expansion will be connected to the existing pier, there may be a need to modify the
Chapter 91 Waterways license for the pier. If the new floats are bottom anchored, there will be a need
to receive a Chapter 10A permit from the Harbormaster. If the new floats are held in place by pilings,
they will require a Chapter 91 license. Whichever of these permits are required, they will have to be in
place prior to any new construction.
Parking
As presented earlier in this report, parking for the expanded facility will be a critical issue. There are
several options that should be investigated including:
•
•

Clarification with the Office of Fishing and Boating Access as to whether current parking spots at
the Landing could be used to support the expanded dockage (as opposed to being reserved for
support of the boat ramp facility)
Potential exchange of use of the 13 current parking spots along Gulf Road presently under Town
management for the 13 parking spots on the northeast portion of the existing parking lot
presently under the management agreement with the Office of Fishing and Boating Access
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•
•
•

Clarification and establishment of written documentation for the use of areas within
Apponagansett Park, under the management of the Dartmouth Parks and Recreation
Department, to support the expanded facilities at the Dias Landing
Expansion of the limitations for parking along segments of West Smith Neck Road to allow
parking for users of the expanded facilities at the Dias Landing
If, after consideration of the options above, there is still insufficient parking available to support
the expanded facilities, investigate any potential further options not presently identified.

Amenities
During the interview and survey process, a number of potential amenities were suggested for an
expanded facility at Dias Landing, including the following. Consideration should be given to which are
desirable and/or feasible.
•
•
•
•
•

Water, both potable and for use in cleaning fish/shellfish catches
Ice
Bathroom facilities and/or capability to empty Porta-potties.
Electricity
Trash/recycling receptacles and disposal

In addition, certain amenities may help to limit the impact to the landing site and adjacent park, such as
trash receptacles to minimize boater-generated trash from being blown onto surrounding land. Such
receptacles would require regular pick-up to not result in causing more debris and attracting animals.
Additional trash pick-up may be needed on summer weekends, often the busiest time for recreational
boaters at the Landing.
Administration
It was assumed for the preparation of this report that administration and management of the expanded
facilities will be provided by the Harbormaster Department. There are potential staffing needs
associated with the management and operation of an expanded facility that should be considered,
including:
•
•
•
•

Additional administrative work to assign and invoice for slips at the facility,
Maintaining a wait list,
Oversight of the facility operations and immediate/short-term repairs,
Managing congestion and parking for both commercial and recreational users to ensure that the
boating activity is conducted safely and efficiently during busy summer months

In addition, the cooperation and coordination between various town departments will be an important
element in the success of any future project. Other towns that operate municipal boating facilities often
work closely with Public Works, Recreation, and/or Police Departments as needed to assist with hauling
and storage of docks, trash/recycling pick-up, promoting recreational activities, and parking challenges.
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6. Appendices
Appendix A: List of interviewees and business contacts
The following individuals and businesses provided detailed information and/or context for this report.
We are grateful for their input and time spent discussing this project.
Paul Adam, Manager, Pioneer Mooring and Inland Marine
Doug Cameron, Director and Chief Engineer, Office of Fishing and Boating Access
Steve Caravana, Aquaculture operator
Andy Herlihy, member, Waterways Management Commission and Executive Director, Community
Boating Center, New Bedford
Gerry Hickey, Chair, Waterways Management Commission
Dave Janik, Southeast Regional Coordinator, MA Coastal Zone Management Program
Tim Lancaster, Superintendent, Dartmouth Parks and Recreation Department
Stuart MacGregor, President/General Manager, Concordia Company
Shawn MacInnes, Town Administrator
Geoff Marshall, Owner/Manager, Marshall Marine Corp.
Steve Melo, Harbormaster/Shellfish Constable
Kevin Murphy, Member, Waterways Management Commission
Dave Nolan, Owner/Manager, South Wharf Yacht Yard
Roger Race, Vice-Chair, Waterways Management Commission
Luke Sebesta, Aquaculture operator
Patty Sweriduk, Member, Waterways Management Commission and Conservation Commission and
former head of the New Bedford Yacht Club sailing education program)
Sharon Tripp, Co-owner and General Manager, Davis & Tripp
Bellingham Marine, Newport Beach, CA. https://www.bellingham-marine.com/. Contact: Jay Varga,
Northeast Division
Steve Camara, South Dartmouth, MA
Ninigrit Marine Hardware, Charlestown, RI. https://www.ninigretmarine.com. Contact: Lynn
Pioneer Mooring, South Dartmouth, MA. https://pioneermooring.com.
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Appendix B: Summary of Survey Results
Initial public input on the feasibility study was sought through an online survey. The survey was open
from early October 2020 to the end of December 2020 and received 139 responses.
The survey was publicized on the Dartmouth Harbormaster website; the Town of Dartmouth News &
Notices on the homepage of the town website and also the webpages for all town departments, boards,
and committees; and the Town of Dartmouth social media channels. Notice about the survey and a link
also was featured in the Dartmouth Week newspaper—widely distributed in Town and via their web
pages. In addition, the survey was emailed directly to a contact list compiled during the development of
the Padanaram Harbor Management Plan.
Question 1
Please identify your interests in Padanaram Harbor. (Select all that apply) (Choices: Dartmouth resident,
Own/work for Dartmouth business, Commercial fisher, Recreational fisher, Recreational boater, Other)
Almost all respondents (131 people, 97%) identify as Town of Dartmouth residents. Approximately
60% of respondents identify as recreational boaters, about 21% as recreational fishers, about 8% as
owning/working for a Dartmouth business, and nearly 4% as commercial fishers. Other answers included
part-time resident, waterfront property owner, commercial boater, environmentalist, and seasonal
visitor.

Identified Interests in Padanaram Harbor
Dartmouth resident

131

Own/work for Dartmouth business

11

Commerical fisher

5

Recreational fisher

28

Recreational boater

80

Part-time resident

1

Waterfront property owner

1

Commercial boater

1

Environmentalist

1

Seasonal visitor
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Question 2
Do you presently have a mooring or slip in Padanaram Harbor? (Select all that apply) (Choices: Mooring,
Slip, None)
Survey respondents included 68 people (50%) who have a mooring in Padaram Harbor, while 15 people
(11%) have a slip. This includes 10 people (7%) who have both a mooring and a slip. There were 63
respondents (46.3%) who do not have a slip or mooring.
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Respondents with a slip or mooring in
Padanaram Harbor
Mooring
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Question 3
Do you presently have dinghy storage at a facility along the harbor’s edge? (Choices: Yes, No)
This question received 136 responses. Of those, 36 respondents (26.5%) have dinghy storage in the
harbor, while 100 (73.5%) do not.

Respondents with and without dinghy storage
in Padanaram Harbor

26.5%

73.5%

Yes
No

Question 4
If you boat in Padanaram Harbor, please describe your vessel, including length, draft, and type (e.g.,
sailboat, outboard).
106 survey respondents answered this question. Some responses provided information about more than
one vessel and not all responses included vessel measurements. Overall, responses covered 63
powerboats, 35 sailboats, and 12 kayaks/rowboats.
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Less than 20 feet
20 feet to less than 30 feet
30 feet to less than 40 feet
40 feet to less than 50 feet

Powerboat
13
36
6
4

Sailboat
4
9
17
3

Question 5
Do you use the Dias Landing boat ramp, pier, and/or parking area? If so, which do you use and how often
do you use it?
This question received 118 responses. Of those, 29 people (about 25%) said they do not use the Dias
Landing facilities. For those who do use the landing facilities, the frequency of use varied widely. Some
respondents use the boat ramp and parking area to launch a boat multiple times per week in the spring,
summer, and fall. Others use the landing facilities once per week or once per month on average. Some
boaters only use the ramp and parking area to launch their boat in the spring and haul it out in the fall.
Other boaters use only the parking lot to launch their dinghy from the beach, while others only use the
pier to pick up passengers. Some respondents noted they did not often use the landing, in some cases
due to crowded conditions. Other respondents noted they use the landing for non-boating-related
recreation, such as to enjoy the scenic view, observe marine life, or as part of daily walks around town.
Question 6
What type of facility, if any, could you envision at Dias Landing (e.g., number of slips, size and draft of
boats, etc.)? The size, features, and design of a potential facility have not been determined. See the
photos below from Marion and Mattapoisett as examples of the type of facilities Dartmouth could
consider.
This question received 71 responses. In addition to examples of specific locations, as asked in Question
7, respondents provided a range of perspectives on a potential facility. Some expressed satisfaction with
the landing’s current layout and availability of trailer parking spaces, ramp, and docks and felt that
expansion was not needed or was not possible due to limited parking. Others suggested an enlarged
docking space for small boats or extending the current dock to allow space for boats to wait for
availability at the launch ramp. Some respondents noted that given the shallow depth around the
landing and in the north harbor in general, only shallow-draft vessels could be accommodated, and
suggested 20 spaces for dinghies, small to medium powerboats, and kayaks. Other respondents were
more general in their comments, such as recommending floating docks or ensuring that a facility be built
to withstand a hurricane.
Question 7
Please provide examples of any marinas/docks in other towns or states that represent the type of facility
you might envision at Dias Landing.
This question received 72responses. On the South Coast, Marion and Mattapoisett were notable
examples, in addition to New Bedford Yacht Club and Pope Island Marina in New Bedford. On Cape Cod
and the Islands, examples included Bourne, Falmouth, Sandwich, Cuttyhunk Marina, Chilmark, and the
town dock in Vineyard Haven. Examples on the South Shore included Hingham and Scituate. Examples
from outside of Massachusetts included Newport, Portsmouth (Safe Harbor Marina), and Block Island,
Rhode Island and Compo Beach Marina in Westport, Connecticut.
Question 8
What amenities would you like to see at such a facility? (e.g., water, power, fuel, trash/recycling, other)
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This question received 86 responses. A majority of respondents would like to have water (64
respondents, 74%) and trash/recycling (61 respondents, 71%) available at a potential facility. Other
amenity choices with significant support included electricity (37 respondents, 43%), bathrooms (17
respondents, 20%), and fuel (15 respondents, 17%). Other recommended amenities include a fish
cleaning station (5 respondents, 6%), ice (4 respondents, 5%), and pumpout (4 respondents, 5%).
Amenities suggested by one or two respondents included food/drink, dock carts, bait, hoist, Wi-Fi, kayak
launch area, electronic metered parking, on-duty attendant, and education kiosks.
Despite the popularity of offering trash/recycling receptacles, several comments noted concern about
the potential problems of misuse and dumping that could arise, attracting seagulls and other animals,
and the importance of maintaining the cleanliness of the area. Respondents also were concerned about
security in the area, given past vandalism and theft incidents at the landing. Another comment
suggested a fuel dock could provide an additional source of revenue for the town to help cover the cost
to run and maintain a facility.
Question 9
What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of such a facility?
This question received 120 responses. The advantages described by respondents centered on the
benefits of increased public access to the water and enjoyment of the harbor. Respondents noted a lack
of dinghy and small boat dockage in the harbor and felt another facility would allow a greater number of
people to access the water. In addition, respondents noted that a facility would make access more
convenient by providing in-water dinghy storage instead of requiring a boater to haul a dinghy across
the sand from the current beach storage location and by proving small boat slip space that could allow
some boaters to keep their vessel in the water instead of launching with a trailer for each use.
Respondents also suggested a facility would be a tourism draw and would help stimulate the local
economy by increasing foot traffic to area businesses, including in the village, at local marine-related
businesses, and at The Bucket adjacent to the landing. Respondents felt a well-built and effectively run
facility would enhance the positive marine community atmosphere in the harbor and would increase the
beauty, image, and value of the town. Depending on the income and costs of the facility, there is
potential for it to generate revenue for the town.
The disadvantages described by respondents centered on the physical limitations of the landing area
and harbor. Respondents expressed concern about increased boat and automobile traffic at an already
busy location. On the water-side, respondents saw lack of water depth at the landing area, which could
limit the size of the facility and type of boats that can utilize it, as a disadvantage. Some felt the harbor
was already very crowded, and worried that additional boats would increase congestion near the launch
ramp and landing dock, and require more bridge openings depending on vessel size.
On the land-side, respondents noted the limited parking at the landing, which is often at capacity in the
summer months under current conditions, as well as the potential for increased traffic on the roads
around the landing and in the village. Some respondents were worried that a facility could negatively
impact the environment, including marine life and marsh health, through silt buildup, air and water
pollution, and noise pollution. Some also expressed concern about the need for enhanced security at the
site and the importance of maintaining cleanliness. In addition, respondents expressed concern about
the use of tax dollars for either capital costs for construction or maintenance costs. Some felt it would
be more effective to use funding to fix existing facilities and to dredge the north harbor with the hope of
increasing the number of moorings. Respondents also questioned the need for continuous growth and
worried a facility would impact the aesthetic view of the landscape and overpower the area.
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Question 10
If slip space for a dinghy or larger vessel was available at Dias Landing, would you be interested in using
it? (Choices: Yes, No, Maybe)

Interest in slip space at Dias Landing

24.6%

32.8%

Yes
No

42.5%

Maybe

This question received 134 responses. Of those, 44 people (32.8%) said they would be interested in
using a slip space at Dias Landing, while 33 respondents (24.6%) said might be interested, and 57
respondents (42.5%) said they would not be interested.
Of those who currently have dinghy storage in the harbor (36 respondents, see Question 3), 17
respondents (47.2%) would be interested in a slip space, 8 respondents (22.2%) might be interested, and
11 respondents (30.6%) said they would not be interested.
For those who do not currently have dinghy storage (100 respondents, see Question 3), 27 respondents
(27%) would be interested in a slip space, 25 respondents (25%) might be interested, 46 respondents
(46%) said they would not be interested, and 2 respondents (2%) did not provide an answer.
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Appendix C: Copy of Survey Questions
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Appendix D: Land Management Agreement between the Town of Dartmouth and the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, May 29, 1991
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Appendix E: 320 CMR 2.00: Public Access Facilities
This title and section of the Code of Massachusetts Regulations defines the Office of Fishing and Boating
Access’ role in the management of access sites state-wide.
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